
Culture of Korean “bang”



1. Form of “bang”

Why “bang”?
From ago, in Korea, we have done a lot of affairs in the “bang”. For 

example, inviting people and taking a meal, sleeping, amusement, and 
discussing etc. Like these, we can do every function in ONE place. 

So we think “bang(=room)” as different way as multi-function spaces.

In Asia

(characterized 
as people who 
uses)

Ex; Sarang-
bang(for just 
man), An-bang,

,,,

In western
(characterized 
as function)
Ex; library, livingroom,

bed room



2. Reasons why people want “bang”

①Desires of having “my 
own” space as “bang”

Desires of “bang” can be related to 

“desire of returning to mother‟s 
uterus, where had not any worried. 
We don‟t have memories, but we 
always have desires to return 
instinctively. So we make similar 
type of “perfect” space as bang.



② Because of loneliness of modern peoples and 
desire of communicate with other people

This reason is opposite side of 1st reason ( ; desire of making my own 

space). In fast city of competition, the relationship of people have 
became more superficial. And we can only meet even friends when we 
have appointment with them.

2. Reasons why people want “bang”

Korean sauna “Jjimjil bang” Singing bang



③ insufficiency of play culture

For the modern people, when they meet 
other people, they don‟t have common 
subject of conversation. And Going to sports 
or travel can be a burden.

In this case, we can go easily “bang” which 
don‟t have any burden. And in “bang” we 
have to play things which were given. So we 
don‟t need to feel burden to subjects of 
conversation. And also, we can get 
contentment of “we played good”

ex ) more extra time for free in singing bang

free drinking of PC bang

2. Reasons why people want “bang”



3. Point which we have to think

Space for union, interaction

▷ „bang‟is my-own space, and also 
interactive space which can make people 
be social, and share their time, culture 
themselves

DOUBLE ESPECTS OF OPPOSITE



②increase of intimacy

*reason of maintenance of 
community is the intimacy.

*”bang”is good for increase 
people‟s intimacy.

(ex_jjimjil-bang

everyone wear same clothes, 
and have same eye-level as 
seating at the flat.)    

3. Point which we have to think



③Ambiguity between space of “others” and 
“mine”

In the community society, personal space for each people are 
not divided exactly. Because they think the community first, and 
person and then.

So in Korea, if “own space” were invaded, we don‟t care too 
much 

3. Point which we have to think



4.Application to our project

 “Bang” is space for “my own” and also interacting 
with other people. In modern society, “bang” is one 
way of showing lifestyle and culture.

 “STORY TELLING” ; showed as the collective desires as 
culture and the essences

 - we can use these kind of “storytelling” to many kind 
of space

 Ex) singing-bang, DVD-bang, cartoon-bang, multi-
bang



 Multi-used bang

-we can make bang to multi-

used.

Ex) watching TV + PC + singing 
bang + cafe +…

3. Point which we have to think



 Making own culture in “bang”
ex)we are doing already in common 

jjimjil bang ; making towels like sheep, and eating eggs

Singing bang ; playing with tembeorin

3. Point which we have to think


